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SUMMARY We review our recent work on ultra-long-haul wavelength

division multiplexed (WDM) transmission with high spectral efficiency

(SE) employing tight pre-filtering and multi-symbol detection. We start the

discussion with a theoretical evaluation of the SE limit of pre-filtered mod-

ulation in optical fiber communication systems. We show that pre-filtering

induced symbol correlation generates a modulation with memory and thus,

a higher SE limit than that of the original memory-less modulation. We

also investigate the merits of utilizing the pre-filtering induced symbol

correlation with multi-symbol detection to achieve high SE transmission.

We demonstrate transoceanic WDM transmission of a pre-filtered polar-

ization division multiplexed return-to-zero quaternary phased shift keying

(PDM-RZ-QPSK) modulation format with multi-symbol detection, achiev-

ing 419% SE which is higher than the SE limit of the original memory-less

PDM-RZ-QPSK format.

key words: optical fiber communication, spectral efficiency, coherent de-

tection, pre-filtering, MAP detection

1. Introduction

High spectral efficiency (SE) is becoming a key requirement

for further advancement in optical fiber communication sys-

tems to satisfy the increasing capacity demand. Achieving

high SE is, however, particularly challenging for ultra-long-

haul transmission systems such as transoceanic cable sys-

tems. Digital coherent detection techniques have enabled

high SE transmission techniques such as polarization mul-

tiplexing, multi-level modulation, and orthogonal frequency

division multiplexing [1]–[4]. These techniques are based

on memoryless modulation formats with well defined theo-

retical SE limits. High SE transmission can also be achieved

by employing tight pre-filtering and multi-symbol detec-

tion, which has been previously studied and demonstrated

in intensity-detection systems [5]–[7]. In this paper, we in-

vestigate a high SE scheme employing pre-filtered BPSK

or QPSK format together with multi-symbol based coherent

detection that can yield SE exceeding the limit of memory-

less QPSK modulation [8]–[11].

We start the investigation with a theoretical evalua-

tion of the SE limit of pre-filtered modulation in optical

fiber communication systems with amplified spontaneous

emission (ASE) noise being the dominant impairment. We

show that pre-filtering-induced symbol correlation gener-

ates a more complex modulation with memory and thus, a
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higher SE limit than that of the original memoryless modu-

lation [11].

In practical implementations, however, pre-filtering in-

duced symbol correlation causes receiver sensitivity penalty

in single-symbol detection, which is commonly referred to

as inter-symbol-interference (ISI) penalty. Due to the ISI

penalty, a required performance that is above the forward er-

ror correction (FEC) threshold may not be achievable with

single symbol detection. It requires multi-symbol waveform

detection to achieve the optimal receiver sensitivity in the

tightly pre-filtered case. In practical terms, a multi-symbol

detection scheme such as maximum a posteriori probability

(MAP) [8]–[10] or maximum likelihood sequence estima-

tion (MLSE) [5]–[7] can help to mitigate most of the ISI

penalty. In a series of transmission experiments employ-

ing the proposed pre-filtering and multi-symbol detection

scheme, we demonstrate transoceanic transmission with up

to 419% SE with a pre-filtered PDM-QPSK format. This SE

exceeds the 400% SE limit of a memory-less PDM-QPSK

modulation without symbol correlation.

The paper is organized as follows: Sect. 2 evaluates the

SE limit of pre-filtered modulation for a linear optical fiber

channel. Section 3 describes the high SE scheme with pre-

filtering and multi-symbol detection. Section 4 reports on

the experimental results demonstrating transoceanic WDM

transmission with high SE. Section 5 further discusses the

work comparing high SE schemes including implementa-

tion considerations and long-haul cable system evolution.

Section 6 summarizes the paper and draws conclusions.

2. Spectral Efficiency Limit of Pre-Filtered Modulation

for a Linear Optical Fiber Channel

The SE limit of a memory-less modulation format can be

derived assuming independent transmitted symbols, which

simplifies the SE limit analysis [12]–[14]. The indepen-

dency condition, however, does not hold in the pre-filtered

case. To evaluate the SE limit of a pre-filtered modulation

format we need to take into account the pre-filtering induced

symbol correlation.

Figure 1 depicts the spectrum of a binary modulation

format before and after pre-filtering along with 6 represen-

tative sinc pulses [11]. Figure 1(a) shows that the origi-

nal BPSK modulation occupies a bandwidth of W and all

6 pulses can be modulated independently in the time do-

main. Each of the 6 pulses carries 1-bit of information

Copyright c© 2011 The Institute of Electronics, Information and Communication Engineers
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Fig. 1 Spectrum and pulses of a binary modulation (a) before and (b)

after pre-filtering, where the dashed lines indicate sampling instant.

without interfering with each other. With 50% pre-filtering

(i.e. half of the spectrum is low-pass filtered) as shown in

Fig. 1(b), the pulses become two times wider and start to

overlap. By sampling at the center of every second pulse,

we also sample energy (and thus information) from neigh-

boring pulses through symbol correlation induced by the

pre-filtering. Hence, with pre-filtering we do not necessar-

ily lose the information carried by the original signal. The

information-bearing signal energy is simply redistributed.

The general formula for the SE limit of a pre-filtered

modulation and thus, correlated channel inputs is given by

[13]
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where CF /WF represents the SE limit of the pre-filtered

modulation format, T is the total signal duration, WF is the

signal bandwidth after pre-filtering, Y = (y1, y2, . . . , yL, . . .)

is the channel output vector that is the sum of the channel

input vector X = (x1, x2, . . . , xL, . . .) and the noise vector

(n1, n2, . . . , nL, . . .), fY (Y) is the joint pdf of Y, and N is the

average noise power. The numerical evaluation of Eq. (1) is

used to obtain an exact SE limit curve; however, it is compu-

tationally complicated due to the infinite symbol correlation

length induced by the pre-filtering. We therefore simplify

the SE limit calculation by taking into account a finite num-

ber (L) of correlated symbols, in which case, fY (Y) is given

by:
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Equation (1) can then be practically evaluated for small val-

ues of L. The SE limit of a modulation format with L cor-

related symbols approaches that of a pre-filtered modulation

format as L approaches infinity. Based on the trend observed

in the statistic distribution of the Euclidean distances in sig-

nal space as L increases, we show that the SE limit of a

modulation format with finite L gives a lower bound for the

SE limit of pre-filtered modulation formats (infinite L) [11].

Fig. 2 Upper and lower SE bounds for 50% pre-filtered BPSK and QPSK

modulation for single polarization (1D and 2D limit are for 1 dimensional

and 2 dimensional modulation, respectively).

Figure 2 plots the SE bounds for 50% pre-filtered

single-polarization BPSK and QPSK with the area between

the lower and upper bound shaded. For comparison, Fig. 2

also shows the SE limits of memoryless BPSK and QPSK

modulation. At high signal-to-noise ratio per bit (SNR/bit)

the SE limit for discrete memory-less BPSK and QPSK

modulation can be almost doubled using 50% pre-filtering.

At low SNR/bit, pre-filtering can also significantly increase

the SE limit and push it closer to the ultimate SE limit given

by the Shannon limit [11].

3. High Spectral Efficiency Transmission with Pre-

Filtering and Multi-Symbol Detection

In the preceding section, we showed that it is theoreti-

cally possible to significantly improve SE with tight pre-

filtering. In the following, we investigate a realization of

high SE WDM transmission by using pre-filtering together

with multi-symbol detection.

3.1 Pre-Filtering Induced Pattern-Dependent Symbol Cor-

relation

In WDM systems, SE is the ratio of information rate and

channel spacing. Pre-filtering helps to reduce inter-channel

crosstalk for tight channel spacing, but it also induces intra-

channel ISI. Figure 3 shows simulated constellations of a

28 Gbaud RZ-QPSK signal with pre-filtering bandwidths of

50 GHz, 33 GHz, 28 GHz, and 25 GHz, respectively [10].

As the baud rate/pre-filtering bandwidth ratio increases, ISI

becomes more severe.

The pre-filtered QPSK format can be treated as a mod-

ulation format with memory. As neighboring symbols ex-

change energy through ISI, they become interdependent. A

closer look at the complex constellations in Fig. 3 reveals

that in each of the 4 QPSK constellation groups there are 9

subgroups. This observation indicates that pre-filtering in-

duces strong correlation between a symbol and its two near-

est neighbor symbols. In Table 1, the 9 constellation sub-

groups are labeled as 0 to 8 in order from left to right and
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Fig. 3 Constellations of a 28 Gbaud RZ-QPSK signal at different

pre-filtering bandwidths.

Table 1 Pre-filtering induced symbol correlations.

top to bottom according to their locations shown in Fig. 3.

The corresponding two nearest neighbor symbols are listed

in their vector format in the right column of Table 1.

Table 1 shows that a constellation subgroup can have

multiple combinations of neighboring symbols due to the

symmetrical nature of the pre-filtering induced symbol cor-

relation. It also shows that these subgroups have different

densities assuming equal probability of transmitted QPSK

symbols. The closer a subgroup is to the center (the 4th

subgroup), the higher its degeneracy.

3.2 Multi-Symbol Detection for Correlated Symbols

Since the pre-filtering induced symbol correlation is highly

Fig. 4 A multi-symbol detection system for ISI mitigation.

data-pattern dependent, it is intuitively appealing to apply a

multi-symbol detection scheme to mitigate the data-pattern

dependent ISI impairment. Figure 4 depicts a MAP-based

multi-symbol detection scheme [8], [10].

A coherent receiver is employed to detect the electri-

cal field of the received signal. A signal distortion (or ISI)

table indexed by N-symbol patterns can be generated by av-

eraging through a training sequence, or from calculations

with knowledge of the system setup. Received user data in

an N-symbol shifting window are fed into the MAP detec-

tor. The a posteriori probability can be calculated based on

Euclidean distance or correlation between the received sig-

nal and entries in the signal-distortion table. The pattern in

the table that has the shortest Euclidean distance or high-

est correlation to the received signal is chosen as the MAP

decision.

4. Experimental Demonstration

A series of experiments were performed to investigate the

performance of the proposed high SE scheme with pre-

filtering and multi-symbol detection [9], [15].

4.1 Experimental Setup

Figure 5 depicts a schematic of the transmitter setup used in

[9]. We electrically generate four binary 28 Gb/s signals (I,

I-bar and Q, Q-bar with PRBS length 223−1) by multiplex-

ing 14 Gb/s data streams from a four channel pulse pattern

generator (PPG). The 28 Gb/s streams are used in pairs for

the I and Q ports of two QPSK modulators to generate two

optical QPSK signals at 28 Gbaud or equivalently 56 Gb/s.

After RZ pulse carving, each of the two optical signals is

then split into two equal paths. One path is delayed with

respect to the other to de-correlate the data patterns. The

two data paths are then orthogonally recombined using a po-

larization beam combiner (PBC) resulting in two 112 Gb/s

PDM RZ QPSK signals.

Each of the two QPSK modulators imparts its data onto

a comb of wavelengths to generate two rails of odd and even

channels. The two rails are pre-filtered and combined with

cascaded 33 GHz, 28 GHz, or 25 GHz optical interleaving

filters. Assuming 7% FEC overhead, the corresponding SEs

are 317%, 374%, and 419%, respectively. Each rail consists

of 48 DFB lasers and 4 tunable external cavity lasers (ECLs)

with 1 pm resolution. The eight ECLs are tuned to a con-

tiguous set of channels and the corresponding DFB lasers
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Fig. 5 112 Gb/s PDM RZ QPSK transmitter.

Fig. 6 Circulating loop test-bed.

are disabled for the bit error measurements. This process is

repeated and the ECLs are tuned across the band until all 96

channels are measured. All 96 channels are modulated in a

similar fashion at all times.

The 624 km circulating loop test-bed shown in Fig. 6

consists of twelve 52 km spans using a large effective area

fiber with Aeff ≈ 150 µm2, mid-band chromatic dispersion

≈ 20.6 ps/nm/km, and attenuation about 0.183 dB/km. Each

span is equipped with a single-stage erbium doped fiber am-

plifier (EDFA) gain equalized to 26 nm bandwidth. The loop

specific span contains a loop synchronous polarization con-

troller (LSPC) [16] and a gain equalization filter to compen-

sate residual loop gain error. The average DGD of the loop

is 1.7 ps.

Figure 7 depicts the structure of the coherent receiver

and function blocks in the offline digital signal processing

(DSP). The coherent receiver consists of cascaded inter-

leaver filters combined with a tunable band-pass filter to de-

multiplex the channel, followed by a polarization diversity

90◦ optical hybrid and four balanced detectors. The elec-

trical signals from the detectors are recorded using a digital

sampling scope with 16 GHz analog bandwidth and 50 GS/s

sampling rate.

The recorded electrical signals are digitally processed

offline. After waveform recovery and alignment, dispersion

compensation is performed digitally in the Fourier domain.

The resulting waveform is then re-sampled with the recov-

ered clock. A constant modulus algorithm was used for po-

larization tracking and PMD compensation. Carrier phase

estimation is subsequently applied using the Viterbi-Viterbi

algorithm [17]. Then the multi-symbol detection is applied

and decisions are made based on a MAP criterion.

Fig. 7 Coherent receiver and DSP function blocks.

Fig. 8 Multi-symbol detection benefit at different ratio of baud rate and

WDM channel spacing.

4.2 Long-Haul WDM Transmission with High Spectral

Efficiency

Figure 8 shows the performance improvement achieved

with MAP detection on pre-filtered 28 Gbaud and 25 Gbaud

PDM-RZ-QPSK signals in back-to-back WDM experi-

ments at baud rate/channel spacing ratios of 28/33, 25/25,

and 28/25. The MAP gain represents the measured Q-

factor improvement with MAP-based multi-symbol de-

tection against the performance achieved with indepen-

dent single-symbol detection. The MAP gain increases

with the baud rate/channel spacing ratio due to degraded

single-symbol detection performance induced by tighter

pre-filtering.

Figure 8 also compares the performance of 3-tap

and 5-tap MAP detection that includes 3 and 5 sym-

bols in multi-symbol detection, respectively. It shows

that at 28 Gbaud/33 GHz a 5-tap MAP does not show

noticeable advantage over a 3-tap MAP. However, with

28 Gbaud/25 GHz, 5-tap MAP detection performs ∼2 dB

better than 3-tap MAP detection. As aforementioned, the

advantage of including more neighboring symbols in MAP
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Fig. 9 419% SE WDM transmission of 28 Gbaud pre-filtered PDM RZ-

QPSK signal.

Fig. 10 WDM transmission performance of 28 Gbaud pre-filtered PDM

RZ-QPSK signal vs. distance at different SEs.

detection becomes more significant at tighter pre-filtering.

Figure 9 shows the achieved Q-factor vs. distance for

a channel near 1550 nm with independent single-symbol, 3-

tap MAP, and 5-tap MAP detection. The 5-tap MAP detec-

tion boosted the Q-factor by ∼4 dB at 620 km and ∼2.5 dB

at 9360 km. The MAP gain decreases with distance because

other impairments (that cannot be mitigated by MAP detec-

tion) accumulate during transmission and become a larger

portion of the overall penalty. As expected, the ISI induced

by pre-filtering at 419% SE goes beyond the two immedi-

ate neighboring symbols and the 5-tap MAP outperforms

the 3-tap MAP by 1–2 dB. Assuming a 7% FEC threshold

of 8.2 dB, we demonstrated up to 8000 km transmission at

419% SE with 5-tap MAP detection using pre-filtered PDM

RZ QPSK modulation.

Figure 10 compares the WDM transmission perfor-

mance versus distance with 28 Gbaud pre-filtered PDM RZ-

QPSK signal at three different SEs, i.e., 317%, 374%, and

419%, employing 5-tap MAP detection. It shows that per-

formance and distance are significantly improved with re-

duction in SE from 419% to 374% and 317%. The perfor-

mance difference between the 317% and 374% SE becomes

larger at longer distance, which indicates that the long-haul

Fig. 11 Experiment results vs. SE limits, Generation 1: OOK + Reed-

Solomon code, Generation 2 : OOK + concatenated Reed-Solomon code,

Generation 3: DPSK + hard-decision TPC.

transmission with 374% SE is more nonlinear than that for

317% SE.

5. Discussion

The spectral efficiencies achieved in our transmission ex-

periments are plotted in Fig. 11 for comparison with sev-

eral memoryless modulation formats and previous gener-

ations of long-haul cable systems [10], [18]. The results

show that the 419% SE (i.e., 28 Gbaud/25 GHz with 7%

FEC) achieved with the pre-filtered PDM RZ-QPSK and

multi-symbol detection exceeds the SE limit of a memory-

less PDM-QPSK format, which is supported by the theo-

retical SE limit analysis described in Sect. 2 and originally

in [11]. We also observed that the new high SE results re-

verse the trend of higher SE and lower required OSNR/bit

achieved in previous generation systems to a trend of higher

SE and higher required OSNR/bit. In previous generations,

the required OSNR decreased with increasing SE as we tran-

sitioned from OOK to DPSK modulation formats and ex-

plored more advanced FEC algorithms from single Reed-

Solomon codes to soft-decision turbo product code (TPC).

However, as we move towards multi-level modulation for-

mats and aggressive pre-filtering, the required OSNR in-

creases with increasing SE as shown in Fig. 12. In our ex-

periments we used short spans (52 km) and larger effective

area fibers (150 µm2) to enhance OSNR [9], [15].

More specifically, Fig. 12 shows the required back-to-

back OSNR as a function of channel spacing with proper

pre-filtering of 28 Gbaud PDM RZ-QPSK signals for 10 dB

Q-factor from Monte Carlo simulation and experiment [15].

The 28 Gbaud PDM RZ-QPSK signals were pre-filtered for

different channel spacings. As the channel spacing was re-

duced from 50 GHz to 28 GHz, the required OSNR only

increased by 0.5 dB. As the channel spacing was further

reduced from 28 GHz to 25 GHz, the required OSNR in-

creased sharply by another ∼2 dB. The inflection point was

∼28 GHz in both experiment and simulation. This indi-

cates that 28 GHz is close to the optimal channel spacing for
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Fig. 12 Required OSNR (in 1 nm RBW) for 10 dB Q factor vs. channel

spacing.

Fig. 13 SE limit comparison of 16QAM, 50% pre-filtered QPSK (lower

bound of its SE limit), and regular QPSK.

28 Gbaud in terms of balancing high SE and low required

OSNR, which agrees well with the results shown in [19]–

[21].

Figure 13 compares the lower bound SE limit of 50%

pre-filtered QPSK as derived in Sect. 2 and the actual SE

limit of 16-QAM modulation [11]. It is evident that the

SE limit of 16-QAM modulation is very close to the eval-

uated lower bound SE limit of 50% pre-filtered QPSK. The

practical implementations of a memoryless 16-QAM versus

a pre-filtered QPSK system, however, can be very differ-

ent. To increase SE with memoryless multi-level signaling

the implementation complexity on the transmitter side must

be increased. On the other hand, a pre-filtered format with

symbol correlation results in a more complex receiver due to

the required additional algorithm that has to be implemented

in the DSP of the coherent receiver for multi-symbol detec-

tion.

6. Conclusions

We investigated a high spectral efficiency transmission

scheme employing tight pre-filtering and multi-symbol de-

tection. Our theoretical analysis of the SE limit for pre-

filtered modulation showed that the pre-filtering induced

symbol correlation generates a modulation with memory

and thus, a higher SE limit than what applies to the original

memoryless modulation. We showed that the tight optical

filtering introduces symbol correlation that can be utilized in

the proposed multi-symbol detection scheme to mitigate the

ISI penalty. We experimentally demonstrated transoceanic

transmission using a pre-filtered PDM-RZ-QPSK format

with MAP detection achieving 419% SE. This exceeds the

400% SE limit of the original memory-less PDM-RZ-QPSK

format.
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